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Abstract: Water hammers seriously endanger the stability and safety of pipeline transportation
systems, and its protection mechanism has been a hotspot for research. In order to study the change
of water hammer pressure caused by the ball valve under different closing laws, the computational
fluid dynamics method was used to perform transient numerical simulation of the ball valve under
different closing times and closing laws. The results show that the faster the valve closing speed
in the early stage, the greater the water hammer pressure. The vortex core motion and pressure
vibration were affected by the closing law. Extending the valve closing time can effectively reduce
the maximum water hammer pressure. These findings could provide reference for water hammer
protection during the closing process of the pipeline system with the ball valve.

Keywords: computational fluid dynamics; ball valve; water hammer; transient flow

1. Introduction

The reliability of pipelines is one of the biggest safety issues in a nuclear station [1]. If
the pipeline system bursts due to a sudden stop of the pump or the improper operation of
closing the valve in a nuclear power plant, this will cause unimaginable consequences [2].
Because a water hammer usually causes pressure fluctuations greater than normal pressure,
excessive impact force easily leads to major safety accidents of the pipeline system [3].
Therefore, the basic theories, calculation methods and protective measures of a water
hammer have always attracted much attention [4,5]. The origin of water hammer the-
ory can be traced back to a brief description of water pressure calculation published by
Menabrea [6]. In the following research on the water hammer, the research papers of
Michaud [7], Allievi [8], and Jaeger [9] were once used as important references. Based on
the existing theory, Joukowsky [10] summarized the relevant definitions of water hammer
after extensive experimental research, and proposed the famous Joukowsky simplified cal-
culation formula for a water hammer in 1904. The formulation of this formula provides an
important reference for water hammer research and engineering protection. Streeter [11,12]
successively introduced the application of the method of characteristics in the solution of
the water hammer equation, laying a theoretical foundation for the application of computer
technology in the solution of a water hammer.

Due to the rapid update of computer technology, the method of using numerical
calculation to predict pressure fluctuations in the water hammer process has also been
greatly improved. Ferreira et al. [13] used the CFD method to study the behavior of the
ball valve under steady and unsteady conditions. Steady studies show that the valve
response is not only related to geometry and closing percentage, but also to the Reynolds
number. Based on transient pressure head measurements, the valve’s effective closing time
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is analyzed, and two mathematical functions are proposed to describe discharge variation
with the total maneuver time and initial steady-state discharge. Martins et al. [14,15] used
the CFD method to numerically simulate the transient flow characteristics of a pressurized
pipeline and explored the internal velocity and vortex distribution of the pipeline.

In addition, based on the prediction process of water hammer pressure fluctuations,
the research work on water hammer protection is also advancing steadily. Jiang et al. [16]
used a series of valve combinations to reduce the water hammer to protect long-distance
pipelines by installing an air valve where there is severe negative pressure in the pipeline.
For the high pressure caused by the fast-in and slow-out inlet (outlet) valve, the installation
of an overpressure relief valve in the main pipe keeps the pressure in the pipeline within the
allowable range. In order to avoid the occurrence of water hammer effect, Choon et al. [17]
designed a test device to study it. An effective method for installing a check valve on the
bypass pipe to reduce the water hammer pressure is proposed. Based on the analysis of
transient phenomena in long-distance water supply pipelines, Miao et al. [18] proposed
a protection method that combines an air tank with a downstream valve to reduce the
volume of the air tank and to keep the system pressure within acceptable limits.

Closing the valve is one of the common situations that leads to a water hammer in
the pipeline. Guo et al. [19] simulated the pressure change in front of the valve in the case
of constant density and variable density in the dynamic closing process of the ball valve.
Saeml et al. [20] used the unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes equations combined
with the SST k-ω turbulence model to numerically simulate the two- and three-dimensional
water hammer flow in the valve closing process. The experimental and simulation results
have achieved good agreement. In the study of the pipeline water hammer, Wan et al. [21]
found that valve closing time in stages can significantly reduce water hammers caused by
valve closing. Meniconi et al. [22,23] studied the effect of unsteady friction on the water
hammer pressure signal and used the modified unsteady friction model and the original
model to study the energy dissipation in the transient pressure pipe flow. The results
showed that the modified model has improved the matching of laboratory and field data.
Zhang et al. [24] used a combination of numerical simulation and experiment to study the
impact of the valve closing water hammer wave on the pump. The water hammer wave
produces a large fluid induced force on the pump and leads to a surge of pressure in the
pipeline. In summary, the research on water hammer pressure fluctuations caused by valve
closing has received a lot of study, but most of them are limited to dimensionality reduction
or simplified models. There are few reports on the water hammer pressure fluctuation
caused by the closing of the V-spool ball valve. Studying the law of the water hammer
pressure fluctuation caused by the closing of the V-spool ball valve can be a reference for
the safe use of valves with flow adjustment functions. It is not strictly necessary to use 3D
simulations to obtain the maximum overpressure; it can also be obtained by 1D simulations.
However, 3D simulations provide information about the distribution of eddy structures,
while 1D simulations are not available. To evaluate the flow-rate curve of the valve closing
transient tests need to be used; a large number of studies have shown that the geometry of
the valve has a large impact on the flow-rate changing law [25–28] Similarly, the variation
in flow rate due to different closing times and closing laws cannot be ignored.

In this paper, the computational fluid dynamics method based on Fluent software is
used to perform transient numerical simulation of the V-spool ball valve under different
valve closing times and closing laws. the influence of different closing times and different
closing laws on the pressure fluctuation of the ball valve inlet is analyzed, and the measures
to reduce the water hammer in the closing process of the ball valve are proposed. The
main content has been organized as follows: Section 2 describes the research model and the
numerical method, Section 3 shows the discussion and analysis of simulation, including
the verification of simulation and the influence of valve closing laws on the water hammer,
and Section 4 draws out the findings of this study.
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2. Geometric Model and Numerical Method
2.1. Geometric Model

The research object is DN350 electric ball valve used in nuclear power plants [29].
NX10.0 software was used to model it in 3D, and the 3D model is shown in Figure 1.
Compared to conventional O-spool ball valves, this model achieves equal percentage
regulation characteristics of flow through a V-spool. The main performance parameters are
shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. 3D model of DN350 electric ball valve: 1. Left valve body; 2. Sealing ring; 3. Stand; 4. Upper
valve shaft; 5.V-channel ball body; 6. Right valve body; 7. Valve seat; 8. Lower valve shaft.

Table 1. Main performance parameters of DN350 electric ball valve.

Name Parameters

Nominal size DN350
Design pressure 2.5 MPa

Opening angle/θ 60◦

Design temperature 100 °C
Shell experimental pressure (holding pressure time ≥ 15 min) 4.40 MPa
Seal experimental pressure (holding pressure time ≥ 15 min) 3.2 MPa
Packing sealing experimental pressure (holding pressure time

≥ 15 min) 2.75 MPa

Tube size Φ355.6 × 9.53
Flow regulation characteristics Equal percentage adjustment

2.2. Computing Domain and Grid Generation

In order to study the changing mechanism of water hammer pressure under different
closing times and closing laws of the ball valve, the length of the inlet channel of the
calculation domain model is 30 times the diameter of the channel, and the length of the
outlet channel is 10 times the diameter of the channel. In order to monitor the fluctuation
of the inlet channel pressure of the ball valve, the monitoring plane is set every 4 D starting
from 2 D from the inlet of the spool, and the average pressure on the plane is monitored
over time, as shown in Figure 2. The combination of hexahedral structured grids and
tetrahedral unstructured grid technology is applied in the computational domain. The
ICEM software is used to divide the three simple structures of the inlet channel, the spool,
and the outlet channel into structural grids, and the relatively complex structure of the
valve cavity is adaptively unstructured to improve the calculation efficiency, as shown in
Figure 3. At the same time, in order to ensure that the number of grids has no obvious
influence on the numerical calculation results, different numbers of grid divisions are
carried out for the computational domain [30]. They are divided into schemes 1 to 5 by the
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number of grids from less to more. Numerical simulation is performed under the condition
of the valve half-open and the same inlet and outlet boundary conditions, and the average
velocity of the outlet surface is counted. The calculation results of each scheme are shown
in Figure 4. The analysis found that when the scheme 3 grid is adopted, the fluctuation
range of the average velocity of the outlet surface is controlled within 5%. It shows that
the scheme has met the requirement of grid independence. Therefore, in the subsequent
calculations, scheme 3 is adopted for the grid.
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Figure 4. Grid independence analysis.

2.3. Boundary Conditions

The transient numerical calculation of the closing process of the ball valve is carried
out based on different closing times and closing laws. The rotation process of the spool of
the ball valve is realized by the sliding grid method. The steady-state numerical calculation
of the ball valve under fully open conditions is carried out, and then the results are taken
as the initial value of transient numerical calculation [31–34]. In the numerical simulation
of water hammer in this study, the compressibility of water is considered. That is, water is
set as a compressible liquid in ANSYS Fluent, and the other parameters remain unchanged.
Therefore, the inlet and outlet boundary conditions are fixed boundary conditions based
on pressure. That is, according to the experimental data, the total pressure at the inlet is
600,000 Pa, the static pressure at the outlet is 0 Pa, and the reference pressure is 101,325 Pa.
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The two-equation SST k-ω model is chosen for the turbulence model. The calculation time
step is 10−3 s, which meets the requirement of Courant criterion [35]. The total calculation
time depends on the closing times and closing laws.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Verification of Simulation

The accuracy of the numerical simulation of the dynamic closing process of the ball
valve is verified by the closing process experiment of the ball valve. Figure 5 shows the
experimental circuit for testing the performance of the ball valve. During the experiment,
two pressure sensors and an electromagnetic flowmeter are used to measure the inlet
and outlet pressure difference and pipeline flow of the ball valve, respectively. In order
to improve the reliability of the experimental results, the measurement was repeated
three times. The maximum expanded uncertainty of differential pressure and flow rate
measurement in this experiment is 0.17 kPa and 0.6 m3/h, respectively. Figure 6a shows the
variation curve of flow rate and inlet and outlet pressure difference with times obtained by
repeating three experiments under the same conditions. The effective closing time [36] of the
valve accounted for 48.5% of the total time. The relative error between each measurement
is small. Therefore, based on the experimental data, the transient numerical simulation of
the dynamic closing process of the ball valve is carried out. Figure 6b shows the variation
relationship between inlet and outlet differential pressure and the opening. The relative
error between experiment and simulation increases gradually with the decrease in opening,
but the change trend of the two curves is similar, indicating that the numerical simulation
meets the requirements.
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3.2. Effect of Valve Closing Times

Considering the excessive pressurization of the direct water hammer, its occurrence
should be avoided as much as possible. And the phenomenon of an indirect water hammer
in engineering is more common. Therefore, only when indirect water hammer is caused,
that is, when the valve closing time is greater than the phase of the water hammer, the effect
of valve closing time on water hammer pressure is studied. The phase of water hammer
and the formula of water hammer wave velocity considering the compressibility of water
and the elasticity of the pipe wall [37] are as follows:

tr =
2L
c

, (1)

c =

√
K0
ρ√

1 + K0d
Ee

, (2)

where tr is the phase of water hammer, s; L is the pipe length, m; c is water hammer wave
velocity, m/s; K0 is liquid bulk modulus, Pa; ρ is the liquid density, kg/m3; e is the thickness
of the pipe wall, m; E is the elastic modulus of the pipe wall material, Pa; d is the diameter
of the pipe, m.

Based on Equation (1), the dimensionless closing time of the ball valve is:

t∗ =
t
tr

, (3)

In order to better compare the magnitude of the water hammer pressure in the fol-
lowing text, the Allievi–Joukowsky formula is introduced to represent the maximum
overpressure [38]:

∆Pt =
cV0

g
, (4)

where c is the wave speed, V0 is the steady-state velocity in the pipe and g is the
gravity acceleration.

The influence of different closing times on the water hammer pressure during the
closing process of the ball valve is studied. The speed of the control spool is uniform
rotation, and the speed is π/2T rad/s, where T is the time required for the spool to rotate
90◦. With regard to the influence of different closing times on water hammer pressure,
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two groups of eight schemes are designed. The closing time of the first group is short,
and the interval time of different schemes is 0.5 s; The closing time of the second group is
relatively long, and the interval time of different schemes is 2.5 s. Different closing times
are 0.5 s, 1 s, 1.5 s, 2 s, 2.5 s, 5 s, 7.5 s, and 10 s, respectively. The dimensionless times
are 31.25, 62.5, 97.35, 125, 156.25, 312.5, 468.75, and 625 s, respectively. The relationship
between speed and time is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 8 shows the change curve of the average water hammer pressure of the moni-
toring planes in the inlet channel with time under eight different closing times of the ball
valve. Among them, part A represents the pressure change during the entire valve closing
process, and B represents the enlarged view of the red line frame area in A. The above
pressures are dimensionless using the maximum overpressure to clearly show the relative
relationship. It can be seen that during the whole valve closing process, the average water
hammer pressure difference of each monitoring plane has the same trend of change. As
time increases, the curve rises and reaches a maximum pressure point, and then the curve
decreases as time increases. As the valve closing time increases, the difference of the highest
pressure point value of different monitoring planes gradually decreases. And it is obvious
that the time to reach the highest pressure point gradually moves backward. Specifically,
the slope of the line with the highest pressure decreases. The shorter the closing time, the
greater the maximum water hammer pressure. And the time to reach the maximum water
hammer pressure point accounts for the higher the percentage of the total closing time.
This shows that shortening the closing time will increase the maximum water hammer
pressure, while keeping the water hammer pressure in the pipeline at a relatively high
pressure for a long time. This will pose a certain threat to the safety of the pipeline system.
The shorter the closing time of the ball valve, that is, the faster the closing speed, the greater
the positive water hammer pressure caused. The counteracting effect of negative water
hammer pressure at the inlet reflected back to the ball valve is reduced, resulting in an
increase in the maximum water hammer pressure. Furthermore, when the closing time of
the ball valve increases to a certain value, the effect of the closing time on the maximum
water hammer pressure is almost negligible, as shown in Figure 8g,h. The reason is that the
positive water hammer pressure caused by the closing of the ball valve is no longer much
greater than the negative water hammer pressure. The negative water hammer pressure
is reflected back to the ball valve from the beginning of the inlet channel. Then the water
hammer pressure no longer changes significantly.

Similarly, observing the initial stage of the closing process of the ball valve, it is found
that the shorter the closing time, the greater the rise rate of the water hammer pressure.
There is no obvious fluctuation in the water hammer pressure curve. The increase of closing
time leads to several repeated fluctuations in the water hammer pressure curve. This also
shows that the negative water hammer wave caused by the closing of the ball valve reaches
the end of the inlet channel for the first time at this point, and offsets the positive water
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hammer pressure, reflecting the characteristics of propagation and superposition of the
water hammer wave. At the same time, the longer the closing time, the more fluctuations
of water hammer pressure before reaching the maximum value.

In summary, with the extension of the closing time, the difference between the mon-
itoring planes gradually decreases. In a certain time, extending the valve closing time
can effectively reduce the maximum water hammer pressure. The positive water hammer
pressure change caused by the excessive extension of the closing time is no longer obvious.
It offsets the negative water hammer pressure reflected from the beginning of the inlet
channel. Therefore, the peak of water the hammer pressure in the pipeline is almost the
same as the original static pressure, and the water hammer pressure fluctuation is reduced.
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3.3. Effect of Valve Closing Laws

The effect of different closing laws on the water hammer pressure in the closing process
of the ball valve is studied to ensure that the closing time remains unchanged, and the valve
closing speed adopts a multi-stage change method. Research on water hammer pressure
based on the closing law has been carried out by Kou et al. [39]. The closing law is fast at
first and then slow, which is better than slow at first and then fast, so the closing law in this
section adopts fast at first and then slow.

Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of the relationship between the closing speed and
time of the ball valve based on the approach of fast first and then slow. In order to study the
effect of the closing law on the change of water hammer pressure caused by the closing of
the ball valve, the four fast-slow valve closing laws were compared with the constant-speed
valve closing based on two different closing times. The valve closing laws I′ and I” are the
same as the valve closing laws I and VI in the upper section, using a constant speed closing
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valve. The valve closing laws II′ and II” are first closed at a high uniform speed, and when
it reaches 0.5 T, the rotation speed is suddenly closed at a low uniform speed. The valve
closing laws III′ and III” first close at the same high uniform speed, and then decelerate in a
linear manner within T/5 time until uniform speed. The valve closing laws IV′ and IV” are
similar to the previous valve closing law, but the difference is that the linear closing time is
3T/5. The valve closing laws V′ and V” adopt one-stage linear uniform deceleration.
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Figure 10 shows the curve of water hammer dimensionless pressure with time in
different closing laws based on the closing time of t* = 31.25. From the overall point of view,
the variation law of water hammer pressure caused by four different closing laws are the
same. Specifically, the pressure gradually rises to the maximum water hammer pressure,
and then the pressure decreases. And the downward trend is similar to the upward trend
of pressure. When the water hammer pressure is about to drop to the same as the inlet
pressure, the pressure fluctuates. Due to the energy loss in the system, the peak value of
the fluctuation curve gradually decreases and eventually stabilizes. The difference between
the above curve and the curve shown in Figure 8a is that the pressure reduction rate in
Figure 8a is lower after reaching the highest-pressure point, and the curve fluctuation
before the pressure tends to stabilize lags behind. From the comparison of different curves,
since the speed of closing laws II′ and III′ are the same in t* < 12.5 of closing process, the
curves in Figure 10a,b are almost the same in t* < 12.5. However, the speed of closing law
II′ is lower in the second half of the valve closing, so the water hammer pressure curve
is lower. Therefore, valve closing law II′ has a better effect on water hammer protection
than valve closing law III′. The maximum pressure points of valve closing law III′ curve
is higher than that of valve closing law IV′, while the maximum pressure point of valve
closing law V′ curve is lower than that of valve closing law III′. Furthermore, in addition to
the different maximum pressure points, there is little difference in the stabilization time
of several different valve closing laws in the process of pressure fluctuation. Therefore,
based on different valve closing laws with t* = 31.25 closing time, the fluctuation of water
hammer pressure caused by valve closing law V’ is relatively flat. That is, valve closing law
V′ has a certain inhibitory effect on the water hammer.
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Figure 11 shows the curve of water hammer pressure with time in different closing
laws based on the closing time of t* = 312.5. When the closing time is t* = 312.5, the
fluctuation of the water hammer pressure curve is obviously not as sensitive as the closing
time of t* = 31.25. The water hammer pressure curve fluctuation law of closing laws II”,
III” and IV” are similar. The time they take to reach the maximum pressure point is close,
and the pressure is almost the same. Obviously, the maximum pressure points of the
closing law V” is significantly reduced among several closing laws based on the closing
time of t* = 312.5. And the curve fluctuation range before reaching the maximum pressure
is reduced, which has a significant improvement effect on the fluctuation of water hammer
pressure. Compared with the closing law VI, the four different closing laws II”–V” have a
shorter time for water hammer pressure fluctuations. The pressure fluctuation is ended
early, and the pipeline system tends to be stable. However, because the high-speed rotation
time of the spool is too long in the early stage of valve closing, the peak value of the water
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hammer pressure curve increases greatly, which puts forward higher requirements for
water hammer protection.
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Figure 11. The influence of valve closing laws based on closing time t* = 312.5 on water hammer
pressure: (a) closing law II”. (b) closing law III”. (c) closing law IV”. (d) closing law V”.

In summary, the use of different valve closing laws for the ball valve causes significant
differences in water hammer pressure fluctuations. In order to achieve the effect of water
hammer protection, the ball valve cannot be kept in a high-speed closing state for a long
time in the early stage of the valve closing. The valve closing speed should be reduced as
much as possible. Within a certain bearing range of the piping system, a linear constant
deceleration valve closing law can be used. This law will cause a small increase in the
maximum pressure of the water hammer. But it can also shorten the time of water hammer
wave fluctuation, so that the water hammer phenomenon caused by valve closing in the
pipeline system ends early in order to reduce the damage caused by the water hammer.
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3.4. Vortex Core Distribution in Inlet Channel

Research on the water hammer phenomenon based on different closing times and
closing laws found that the shorter the closing time, the greater the high pressure generated.
And the closing law keeps the spool rotation speed in the high-speed zone for a longer time,
the higher the high pressure generated. In the study where the closing time is t* = 31.25, the
linear uniform deceleration valve closing has a more obvious effect on weakening the water
hammer phenomenon. Next, the variation law of vortex core in the inlet channel with time
after the closing time is t* = 25 under closing law I, and closing law V′ will be studied.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the vortex core shape of the inlet channel based on
the Q criterion [40]. With the increase of time, the vortex core shape of the inlet channel
changes and shows a certain propagation law. That is, when the ball valve is just closed,
the vortex cores are concentrated at the end of the inlet channel. As time grows, the
vortex core gradually expands and spreads towards the inlet. When the ball valve stops
working for a longer time, the vortex core in the inlet channel gradually weakens during the
propagation process, and the flow gradually stabilizes, as shown in the t* = 43.75–50 vortex
core distribution in Figure 12. Since the closing law V′ has a higher speed in the early stage
of closing the valve than the closing law I, the actual closing time of the ball valve is earlier
than the closing law I. Therefore, as shown in Figure 12a,b, the difference between the front
and rear vortex core distribution of the inlet channel is about 3.125. That is, the shape of
the vortex core is similar when t* is 28.125 and 25 in Figure 12a,b, respectively.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a transient numerical simulation of the closing process of the ball valve
is carried out based on the sliding grid and the method of the Fluent-Expression editor to
control the speed. The influence of different closing times and closing laws on the water
hammer is analyzed, and the change law of the vortex core shape of the inlet channel is
explored. The main findings and conclusions are as follows:

(1) Properly extending the closing time of the ball valve can effectively reduce the max-
imum water hammer pressure. In the process of prolonging the closing time, the
difference of the pressure between different monitoring planes gradually disappeared.

(2) Under the closing time t* = 31.25 and t* = 312.5, the use of a long-time high-speed
closing law in the early stage of valve closing will cause greater water hammer
pressure, which will have a serious impact on the stability of the pipeline system.
When the piping system has high destructive resistance, the use of a linear uniform
deceleration closing valve can play a role in promoting water hammer protection.
This slightly increases the maximum water hammer pressure while shortening the
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time of water hammer wave fluctuations. On the contrary, when the piping system
is generally destructive, the maximum water hammer pressure caused by the law of
closing the valve at a constant speed is relatively small, which is beneficial in reducing
the damage of the water hammer.

(3) After the valve is completely closed in the theoretical sense, the water hammer wave
gradually stabilizes, and the shape of the vortex core in the inlet channel changes with
time and presents a propagation state. The vortex core motion and pressure vibration
were affected by the closing law. The velocity in the early stage of valve closing is fast,
and the stability time node of the water hammer wave in the scheme is moved up.
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